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Marketing for the 21st Century
BY BENJAMIN BALL

Marketing in America is adrift today. Over ninety percent of all new
products launched are not on the shelf two years later. Manufacturers
are scrambling to maintain brand share in the face of a sea of private
label entries. Consumers are showing less and less willingness to pay
a premium for “national brands.”
A hundred years ago we had it figured
out. Marketing was about product, place
and price. Get a good product to a place
where someone could buy it for a price
that reflected the intrinsic value of the
product and how difficult (or dangerous)
it was to get it to the buyer.
About 75 years ago we began to think of
a brand as more than a name on a product. We added meaning by identifying it
with product attributes.
Then, 50 years ago television gave
marketers true mass-market access.
Branding could go beyond the limitations of product attributes. We used
people, music and pictures to create
“positioning” and “brand identity.”
By the 70s, marketers were using every
means at our disposal to “build the
brand franchise.” Established retail channels made bringing new products to market a breeze. Barriers to entry reached
an all-time low and new product success
was all about “differentiating the brand.”
We began to talk in near-surreal terms of
“brand personality” and “brand essence.”
As the 90s rolled in, the American marketing machine was in overdrive. We
were introducing 25,000+ new products per year—just in grocery and HBA!
Over 100,000 retail outlets stood ready
to offer these products to consumers
across the country. We had hundreds
of TV channels to announce these new
entries to consumers, as well as thousands of publications, radio stations,

Internet pop-up ads and other consumer
communication vehicles available.
Financial pressure for a steady stream
of new products to have driven the yearon-year sales growth that Wall Street
demands forces marketers to flood the
market with items that have little or
no real differentiation. In fact, with an
average of five-plus brands doing battle
in every category, the competitive need
to “cover every niche” guarantees that
eighty percent of new items launched
will be “me-too.” Consumers don’t need
or want five or more brands of whitening toothpaste with cinnamon flavored
swirls.
Stores continue to open at a record pace
and new channels such as “dollar stores”
emerge. But most retail observers agree
that America is “over-stored” and consumers find they can purchase most
common products and brands in any of
a dozen choices. While creating more
product and place options than we (or
consumers) can effectively use, we’ve
forgotten the basics of product, place
and price. In the face of this myriad of
options, consumers are reverting to a
simpler approach to making choices.
Consumers, it seems, haven’t forgotten
the basics of product, place and price.
Just as we followed consumers into
the frontiers of cable television, online
shopping, warehouse clubs and dollar
stores, now we must follow them again
as they change the rules of the game to
fit their needs.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR Ben Ball is Senior Vice President of Dechert-Hampe & Company, based in our
Northbrook, Illinois office. Ben works with clients on integrated customer and market development
projects, including customer relationship management. Prior to joining Dechert-Hampe, Ben was Vice
President, Marketing PepsiCo Foods International.
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Marketing for the 21st Century

Start with products. We must refocus
consumer research and R&D efforts
on generating real product innovation.
We’ve tended to use more sophisticated
marketing research methods to parse
the date finer and finer until we identify a “white space.” Much of the opportunity that research identifies is incremental at best. Did consumers really
need manufacturers to compress powdered laundry detergent into tablets so
it would be easier to measure and toss
into the washer? Is it a convenience?
Yes. Did market share change hands
as a result of tablets introduction?
Unquestionably—until every brand,
including private label, introduced
them. Did that make it absolutely necessary for every brand to offer tablets?
Absolutely. Did any of this grow laundry detergent usage appreciably?
Not hardly.
Next, reconsider “place.” While it is
once again paramount for marketers,
place is now about more than access
to consumers. Whether we refer to it
as “the final four feet,” “the red zone,”
“arm’s-reach marketing” or any of
the other emerging terms, place has
reemerged as the great battleground
of marketing. Leading-edge marketers
are recognizing this in a number of
ways. Procter & Gamble, for example,
has created a “Retail Marketing” czar
to oversee what it calculates is a $1.7
billion annual investment in influencing place. It has simultaneously named
four agencies worldwide to coordinate P&G efforts in “place marketing.”
Most importantly, the company has
integrated the place marketing effort
within its customer teams. For P&G and
all other manufacturers, the value of
“place” has soared tremendously.

THE BASIC “P” PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING

PRODUCT

PLACE

PRICE

What kinds of
products do
consumers really
want?

Where is the best
place to reach
your market?

How much is a
premium brand
worth?

After all, if your brand isn’t in whatever outlet the consumer happens to
be shopping in today when she needs
detergent, you lose that sale.
Finally, we have to reconsider pricing. The second element of price value
involves the intrinsic value of the
product itself. Beyond the obvious
point of product differentiation, this
includes the “brand premium,” or the
amount consumers are willing to pay
for a given brand in excess of the price
they pay for a generic brand of the
same quality. “Brand premiums” are
historically calculated in comparison
to private label offerings, but this game
is quickly changing as well as retailers
become brand marketers. How different is the brand premium Chips Ahoy!®
can command when it is compared to
President’s Choice® Decadent Chocolate
Chip Cookies versus a generic pack?
Functional segregation
Business school professors used to
extol the benefits of “big M marketing.” They were referring to a definition of marketing that includes all of
the elements of moving a finished
product from the production location

to the consumer purchase location.
Until that cycle is completed, the job of
“Marketing” is not done. This requires
an integrated effort of the functions
we variously term Marketing Research,
R&D, Advertising, Consumer Promotion,
Brand Management, Logistics, Customer
Service ... and Sales.
In the evolution of marketing, European
companies attempted to maintain the
integration of these sub-functions by
calling the whole thing “Commercial”
and having it report to the Commercial
Director. This approach has persisted,
perhaps due in part to the stronger
retailer community in Europe, Canada,
Australia and elsewhere. Dealing with
the realities of “power retailers” who
understand branding and marketing
quite well reinforces the need for manufacturers to present a stronger, integrated marketing effort.
In America’s early days of marketing we
did much the same, simply calling the
whole thing either “Sales” or later more
often “Marketing.” But we have pursued
“functional excellence” over the last
fifty years with a passion. The first and
major rift came with sales, and the reason is obvious and simple.
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The American retail community in
our first 200 years was completely
absorbed in the Herculean task of
simply building outlets and supplying goods fast enough to fill our geographic expanse and meet the needs of
our exploding population. Consumers,
manufacturers and, finally, even the
retailers saw their stores as merely an
outlet for the brands they carried. The
profession of “Sales” was reduced to
simply “get me distribution” and “get
the order for this month.” Marketers
tended to take the importance of
“place” in the marketing basics for
granted ... and sales slowly disappeared
from relevance in “big M marketing.”
To effectively influence place as a key
element of “big M marketing,” we must
be able to influence today’s power
retailers. That means bringing the sales
role back under the “big M marketing”
tent. These retailers understand marketing and branding better than ever
before. That means the effort to influence them must contain marketing elements and speak marketing language.
To drive to put marketing back on
course will require change in many of
the sub-functions of “big M marketing”
as it is practiced in America. Holding
ourselves to higher standards of product innovation and brand building are
key. But the most critical element of
winning will be the reintegration of
sales to the marketing effort—not as a
subordinate absorbed—but as a conduit
embraced to effectively carry the marketing message to the consumer at the
most critical juncture ... the place. v vv
Marketing for the “21st Century” originally
appeared in its entirety in “PROMO” magazine.

ASSESSING YOUR SALES RESOURCES
There is little disagreement that sales
organizations have changed dramatically
over the past decade. But the age-old
question remains: “How many people do I
need and how should I allocate them to be
most effective?”
In an attempt to answer this question,
many companies turn to benchmarking
– which often proves difficult because
of the wide variability in the way that
companies structure and staff their sales
organizations. Key factors include:
• Size of company
• Number of categories/product lines and
product types
• Category dynamics: Competition, promotion frequency, importance of retail
coverage
• Profile of product portfolio (leader,
second tier, commodity)
• Financial constraints
• Resource deployment preferences/philosophy/strategy (dedicated/direct vs.
shared/broker/rep/third party)
Dechert-Hampe & Company (DHC) recently
researched 24 CPG sales organizations to
better understand how functional resource
allocation varies by size of company and
type of sales organization.
We learned that while absolute headcount
(and dollars per headcount) increases with
company size, the relative allocation of
external versus internal resources does
not vary significantly. On average, 57% of
a sales organization’s human resources
are allocated to external/field positions.
Account and Broker Management positions
represent 48% of total sales resources. Retail Operations and Supervision resources
range from 8% to 16% and tend to decrease
as a percentage of total sales resources
with the size of the company and the number of trade channels a company markets
their products through.
Internal/headquarter support-oriented
functions represent on average 43% of a
company’s total sales resources. Larger
companies and companies who participate
in multiple product categories and/or
numerous trade channels have a higher

percentage of internal resources (48% on
average for companies >$3 Billion, and as
high as 54% for companies with multiple
categories moving through a large number of trade channels).
Smaller and mid-sized companies devote
internal resources to core sales support
groups (category leadership, sales planning, customer development, and sales
analysts) but do not have the breadth of
internal support that large companies do
in such areas as customization, co-marketing, sales communication and sales
learning.
Sales resources allocated to account teams
also vary dramatically across companies.
Smaller companies (<$500M) typically
only field a Wal-Mart team while larger
companies (>$3B) field an average of eighteen separate account teams. Companies
that go to market through brokers field
fewer account teams (on average 3) since
these manufacturers are often relying on
their broker partners to provide customer
coverage, and as required, account teams.
HBC/GM companies tend to have fewer
account teams (~8) than food companies
(~11) since some of their key customers
are in the drug class of trade, where account teams are less prevalent.
It is clear that more and more companies are taking a strategic approach to
resource allocation and organization
development based on their competitive strategy, product portfolio, category
dynamics and what other comparable
and/or competitive companies are doing.
Today, sales resource allocation needs to
be based on a variety of factors that are
important to your business and the way
you go to market.
For more information, please visit our website’s Resource Center - Research/White
Papers where a synopsis of the study is
available.
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Building Customer Equity with
Best-in-Class Customer Service
RICHARD CARMAN AND BENJAMIN BALL

Excellent customer service is a key component of the relationship
between vendors and customers. Failing to meet customers’ expectations can negate the impact of other investments in products,
programs and people.
To aid our clients in avoiding this trap,
Dechert-Hampe & Co. fielded a ground
breaking CPG industry survey. The
Customer Service Benchmarking Study
(see sidebar) allowed us to identify
the critical elements required to build
customer equity with best-in-class customer service.
Two central themes emerged – measurement and collaboration – both external
and internal. From the external view,
suppliers must identify the customer
service metrics critical to their key
customers and measure them relentlessly, collaborating with those customers to both identify the metrics and
to improve them. Internally, suppliers
must recognize that best-in-class customer service is invariably a product of
collaboration across multiple functions
and process owners. The key process
metrics that drive customer service
performance need to be broken down
into a “waterfall” of integrated functional metrics that are linked to the
process outputs.
To understand the impact of customer
service on customer equity we first
need to define what customer equity is.
The short version is: “customer equity
is to the supplier/customer relationship
as brand equity is to the brand/consumer relationship.” A more complete
and graphic view is offered in the DHC
Customer Equity Model (See Figure 1).

The four key components of Customer
Equity are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Brand Strength
Customer Service
Innovative Tools and Programs
Thought Leadership

Each component is critical to the relationship in its own way, but they can be
looked at as building blocks. Without a
strong brand franchise to offer (either
the supplier’s own brand or the customer’s private label) there is no compelling
reason for a customer to afford a supplier very much equity at all. Even with
a strong brand, customers are still looking for innovative programs and tools
that allow them to differentiate themselves from competitors with the way
they merchandise the brand. Customer
service is the measure of a supplier’s
reliability and a key driver of efficiency
in the relationship. Thought leadership
is the final component that can definitely differentiate two otherwise equal
suppliers, but it is also irrelevant without the first three.
The focus here is on customer service
and the operating framework required
for companies to excel in providing
this component of customer equity.
Excellence in customer service drives
increased customer equity. The more
equity a company establishes with
their customer, the more valuable
they become.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS Rick Carman is a Managing Director in our Northbrook, Illinois office. Rick works
with clients on process engineering and customer service projects. Prior to joining Dechert-Hampe, Rick
held senior supply chain management and customer service positions with Corning Glass. Ben Ball is Senior
Vice President of Dechert-Hampe & Company, based in our Northbrook, Illinois office. Ben works with clients
on integrated customer and market development projects, including customer relationship management.
Prior to joining Dechert-Hampe, Ben was Vice President, Marketing PepsiCo Foods International.
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Getting to Best-in-Class Customer
Service
Customer service performance is as
much a differentiator for CPG companies today as product, price, or
programs. As a key building block of
customer equity, the customer service
performance of CPG companies often
separates suppliers as retailers decide
on promotions, new product placement,
and facings.
Poor customer service costs suppliers
lots of internal activity time, lost sales
due to stock outs, and increased deductions at a minimum. In the worst case,
systemic service issues cause loss of
promotional opportunities, de-listing
of SKUs, and reduction of “customer
equity.”
Collaboration begins with a customer
centric view. This view is recognized as
a key operating component of best-inclass performance by leading CPG companies. This means having an intimate
knowledge of not only the requirements
for doing business with their customers
but, more importantly, the drivers of
success within those customers.
Leading companies have customer
segmentations that pinpoint the key
requirements for doing business with
their customers and also determine
the relationship they desire with each
customer. This becomes a foundation
for the external collaborative strategy.
Most leading consumer product companies understand that all customers are
not equal as it relates to the execution
of strategies at retail, profitability, and
partnership. However, customers are
equal in their demands for quality product and excellent customer service from
their suppliers.
One method that leading consumer
goods companies use to improve service levels is Collaborative Planning
Forecasting & Replenishment (CPFR).

FIGURE 1.

CUSTOMER EQUITY MODEL

Customer
Service
Brand
Strength

Customer
Equity
Innovative
Tools &
Programs
Thought
Leadership

For the manufacturer, CPFR is a huge
investment with big returns in customer
equity. Other processes with somewhat
lower investments that manufacturers
use include Vendor Managed Inventory
(VMI) and Continuous Requirements
Planning (CRP). Manufacturers do not
want to invest in these processes with
every customer. The Study showed
that less than 19% of the respondents’
customer base is using these methods.
However, 28% of the total sales of the
responding companies were generated
via customers using these collaborative
planning methods.
A key finding from the Study reinforces
the need for extensive collaboration
to fulfill customers’ on-time shipment
requirements. With over 70% of the
responding companies’ using multiple
methodologies to align their front line
Customer Service Representatives (CSR)
to the market, there is an increased
need for cross-functional collaboration
to fulfill customers’ needs. This typically includes a collection of internal
and external collaborative processes.

Interestingly, over 44% of the 540 CSR’s
within the study are “customer aligned.”
This alignment is a primary touch-point
of collaboration between the trading
partners. With 42% of the CSR’s time dedicated to order management and another
36% to customer inquiry responses, the
bulk of a CSR’s time is dedicated to collaborative interfaces. This must occur
directly with the customer and with the
internal operation responsible for the
delivery function. The customer service
group is often on-point for both external
collaboration with the customer and the
internal collaboration required to deliver
great customer service.
Metrics are a key component for attaining customer service performance that
builds customer equity. The need for
internal/external collaboration and the
requirement to be customer centric come
together via the application of metrics.
That is, metrics need to focus on assuring the needs of the customer are met,
while accommodating the fact that many
metrics require the contribution of multiple functions within the manufacturing
organization to be fulfilled.
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Building Customer Equity
with Best-in-Class Customer Service

FIGURE 2.

PROCESS METRIC WATERFALL
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PROCESS METRIC

The demand by the customer for excellent service is characterized by specific
metrics. For example, the Study clearly
indicates that the retail customers of
food, HBC, and general merchandise
companies want “on-time” shipments.
Over 90% of the companies in the Study
track on-time. In fact, 67% of the companies track on-time in more than one
way. When asked to identify the most
important of twenty-four metrics to
their customers, 87% of the respondents identified “on-time delivery.” This
was over two times the level of the
leading non on-time metrics which were
response time (36%), perfect orders
(36%) or out-of-stock (33%).
Of the twenty-four metrics studied, the
average company tracks thirteen, but
they may not always track the most
important measures. We found that
some metrics that scored very high
in importance had a very low overall
tracking rate. For example, invoice
accuracy was second only to On-Time &
Complete (OTC) in importance but was
tracked by only 50% of the participating
companies.
To achieve best-in-class performance,
companies need to purposefully integrate their metrics across the organization. Some metrics are very functional
in nature while others are more process
oriented. One CPG Customer Service
Director noted, “goals (metrics) that are
process oriented get everyone to focus
on that process, not their function.”
One of the most demanding metrics in
the study, Perfect Order, is an example of a process metric. This metric
requires excellent execution across several functional departments to achieve
success. The “Process Metric Waterfall”
diagram, Figure 2, shows some of the
functional level metrics and the functional areas that would support the
Perfect Order process metric.
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Companies
Tracking

Value
[sort]

On-Time & Complete (OTC)

93%

3.9

Dechert-Hampe & Co. Customer Service
Benchmarking Study

On-Time Delivery [req. appt.]

56%

3.8

Invoice Accuracy

49%

3.8

The DHC Customer Service Benchmarking
Study provides consumer packaged goods
(CPG) companies with an in-depth view of
current practices in customer service organization structure, metrics, and the order management processes currently employed.

On-Time Delivery [cust. date]

60%

3.7

On-Time Ship [req. ship date]

86%

3.6

Damages/Returns

86%

3.5

Orders Shipped Complete

72%

3.5

OOS – Distribution Center

63%

3.5

MFG Compliance to Schedule

61%

3.5

Customer In-Stock Position

42%

3.5

Perfect Orders

34%

3.5

Order Lead Time

74%

3.4

Cust. Inquiry Response Time

40%

3.4

Number of Backorders

80%

3.3

Order Entry Errors

48%

3.3

Case Fill Rate

41%

3.3

METRIC

The use of process or integrated metrics provides the manufacturing company with a rallying point that crosses
functional lines. As demonstrated in
Figure 2, functional metrics contribute
to the ultimate performance of higherlevel process metrics. For example,
the data tables within the ERP system
that support the invoicing business
process need to be synchronized with
both the order entry and the customer
to generate an “accurate” invoice.
Therefore, tracking of the pricing
synchronization function contributes
directly to the performance of the
company’s “invoice accuracy” measure.
Another example of a metric with
many functional contributors is
Deductions. Deductions are tracked
by most CPG companies and, for many,
are a significant revenue and resource
drain. Our work in deductions across
numerous clients indicates that the
root causes of deductions occur at
several functional levels. A goal to
“reduce deductions” via use of a deduction metric in the customer service
or accounts receivable group may
provide additional insight into the
magnitude and segmentation of the
deduction issue, but will do little to
reduce deductions without functional
level metrics. Manufacturers who
track promotional pricing accuracy,
for example, will reduce the associated deductions.
Managing deductions is one of the
business processes with cross-functional ownership. Manufacturers
need to be aware of and manage the
ambiguity of functional contribution
to deductions. The functional areas
within CPG companies must collaborate because the processes that deliver
excellent customer service do cross
functional lines.

Over 50 CPG companies or divisions, representing over $200 billion in sales and a broad
cross-section of categories, participated in
the Study. The majority (66%) of survey respondents holds a director or senior management position and represents a wide variety
of functional areas, including customer service (38%), supply chain (23%) or senior management, sales, and operations (33%).
The Study was very encompassing and DHC
was able to do a “deep dive” in a number of
areas. For example, the survey established
the relative importance of 24 common metrics via an examination of the usage (Number
of companies that track) and the value assigned by the participating companies.
On-time & complete [OTC], for example, is
the most important metric garnering both
the highest tracking percentage and value.
Invoice accuracy, on the other hand, had the
2nd highest value but has less than 50% of
the respondents tracking the metric.

Order Cycle Time

67%

3.2

On-Time Pickup of Order

41%

3.2

Line Item Fill Rate

56%

3.1

CSR – Non-Order Activity

12%

2.6

Order Volume Variability

44%

2.5

Sales Volume per CSR

42%

2.5

Orders per Day per CSR

42%

2.5

30%

2.5

Cost to Process an Order
If you would like additional information on the
Customer Service Benchmarking Study, please
visit our website’s Resource Center - Research/White Papers where a synopsis
of the study is available. If you would like to participate in the 2006 Study, please
contact the author at rcarman@dechert-hampe.com. Participants in the Study
receive detailed results that are not available to the public in the synopsis.

Conclusion
Your customers demand excellent
customer service, and insist that it
be in place before the innovation and
thought leadership components of the
Customer Equity model can be fully
realized. Excellence in customer service starts with effective internal and
external collaboration and is further
enabled by the proper selection and
alignment of metrics, through a process like the “Process Metric Waterfall”

methodology. In this way people across
the organization, and at all levels, can
better understand exactly how they contribute to customer service performance.
Understanding your customer, becoming knowledgeable about their business
and strategy, and providing best-inclass customer service, differentiates
your company and makes it a valuable
partner in your customers’ business. v
vv
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Size
Flavor

What Others Are Doing

Brand

Variety
Many business remain focused on their efforts to move to that “next level”
of performance.
We are continuing our practice of setting aside this space to share with you some of our
Type
more interesting projects with these leading companies.
Occasion

Consumer Decision Tree (CDT)
Assignment: Leading CPG companies have begun to recognize that the
critical interface today is where the
consumer meets the product in the
store. Increasingly, they are conducting in-store research to provide shopper insights. This particular project
focused on the development of a
Consumer Decision Tree (CDT) that
models shopper behavior and provides insight to the purchase decision
process. DHC was engaged to conduct
the in-store research, develop the
CDT model, and help communicate
the insights to the retail community.
DHC conducted in-store observations
and consumer interviews with product buyers at the point of sale. This
methodology has the advantage of
capturing consumers at the “moment
of truth” within the context of the
particular store format and merchandising conditions. In-store research
also has the benefit of being highly
credible with retailers. DHC employed
our Consumer Decision Tree analytics
to profile category buying behavior
and generate a new model of the consumer decision process.
Result: The research provided important insights to consumer shopping
behavior and a CDT that reflected a
new, consumer-driven view of the
category. The learning was used to
restructure the category segments
and revamp product assortment and
merchandising. The participating
retailers were able to offer a more
consumer friendly shopping experience and increase category sales.
The manufacturer achieved significant business growth and received
industry recognition for category
leadership and innovation. Several
new product gap opportunities were
also identified.

CONSUMER DECISION TREE EXAMPLE

Size
Flavor
Brand
Variety
Type
Occasion

DHC has conducted in-store shopper
research in numerous retailers and
trade classes for a broad range of
product categories in Grocery, Frozen
Food, OTC Drug, General Merchandise
and Perishables.

Collaborative Customer Planning
Assignment: We have worked with
a number of clients over the past year
to implement customized planning
solutions. A number of things seem
to be driving this trend, including:
• Growth in collaborative planning
initiatives, both internally and with
customers, and the resulting need
for planning tools.
• Issues with the implementation and
functionality of enterprise wide
software systems, driving a need to
implement custom “add on” tools to
enable specific planning capabilities.
Result: While each tool and process
we have helped to implement is customized and unique, there are a number of characteristics they have in
common. Keys to successful implementations have included:
• The right process is implemented
first, followed by customized tools
that enable that process.

In-Store Media Prediction
Consumers – As more tools are available to block ads, consumers’ willingness to pay attention to ads has decreased. Compared with the past, fewer consumers agree that ads are a
good way to learn about new products, or admit to being either influenced or entertained
by ads. The industry needs more targeted ways to reach ad-dodging consumers at the point
of purchase.
Retailers – Desperate for differentiation and new ways to build better relationships with consumers, retailers are looking to maximize every communication
channel with their customers, including at the shelf. Customer’s increasing tendency to shop across channels and use technology in their shopping experience
makes for ideal conditions for shelf-level technology that brings an online-type
experience into the store.
Manufacturers – While retailers still control the shelf,
manufacturers have an opportunity to reach consumers when they are most recetive and ready to act on
advertising messages. Manufacturers are reducing
their traditional TV advertising and actively seeking
new communication methods that center on the store.
Source: “What’s Next For In-Store Media”, Nikki Baird, Retail First Look,
Research & Event Highlights from Forrester, August 29, 2005.
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• The planning process is collaborative and iterative, involving the
right associates from all key areas,
including field sales, sales management and marketing, and including
both top down and bottoms up discussions to arrive at consensus.
• Field sales is given all the information they need to plan in a timely
manner, including details on new
product initiatives and national
marketing plans.
• Completed plans can be aggregated
at all key levels, including totals at
various geographic and management levels, and by product group.
• Plans and forecasts are tracked
against actual results to improve
accountability, allow the business to
react quickly to opportunities and
improve planning accuracy over the
long term.
The improved planning processes
and tools have resulted in effective
collaboration throughout these organizations on customer initiatives,
improved and earlier visibility to
total company projections, issues and
opportunities and improved forecast
accuracy.
Due Diligence – Acquisition
Assignment: A company in the family entertainment industry was interested in acquiring a complementary
company. The potential acquisition
target had an innovative new product,
but in a market that had been flat/
declining. In addition, emerging technologies had the potential to negatively impact/obsolete this new product. To assist in the decision-making
process, senior management and the
board of directors of the acquiring
company needed a fast, but thorough
assessment of the market potential
for the target company.

Measuring Excellence in In-Store Marketing
Execution for the Consumer Products Industry
The editors of Grocery Headquarters magazine and Dechert-Hampe & Co. (DHC) have
announced the manufacturer and retailer
In-Store Marketing Leaders as voted for by
respondents in their ground breaking
industry survey. The survey focused on the
emerging role of In-Store solutions in the
marketing mix. Retailers, manufacturers,
brokers, and other industry participants had
been invited to share their opinions with us
by taking the “In-Store Leadership Survey at
www.instoreleadership.com.
The results have been compiled and analyzed
and were recently published in the December
issue of Grocery Headquarters magazine.
Leaders in the consumer products industry have been increasingly aware that the
most critical interface in brand marketing is
where the consumer meets the product in
the store. Previous studies have shown that
the largest proportion of product choices are
now made by consumers at the point of sale,
lending support to the notion that the store
has emerged as a key marketing medium for
manufacturers as well as retailers.

Result: DHC conducted an extensive
review of information on industry
trends and emerging technologies. As
a part of our research, we reviewed
dozens of market research studies
before purchasing an appropriate,
targeted current research analysis of
the relevant industry. This research
study, coupled with extensive secondary research, enabled DHC to develop
a detailed 10 year market projection, a definitive point of view on the
impact of emerging technologies and
projected volume and market shares
for the target product.

Through our “In-Store Leadership” survey,
we have added to this industry knowledge
base by capturing perceptions about the
role of in-store marketing, identified the best
practices for success and recognized the
leaders for in-store excellence.
The rise of consumer-centric marketing has
naturally led to the point of sale as the new
battleground. But, both retailers and manufacturers should instead view it as an opportunity to work in partnership to improve
the consumer experience in the store. DHC’s
collaboration with Grocery Headquarters
magazine hopes to further foster manufacturer and retailer collaboration on in-store
solutions that increase marketing productivity and enhance the consumer shopping
experience.
Detailed results of our “In-Store Leadership”
survey was one of the features of a recent Webinar
conducted via Retailwire. Download a recording
of the Webinar session or the presentation of the
study results at www.retailwire.com/downloads/retailwire_instrmkt_webinar.pdf. For a
copy of the actual article and study results, please
visit www.instoreleadership.com.

The board of directors had originally
feared that the emerging technology might obsolete the new product
in a relatively short period of time.
DHC’s analysis helped the board have
a clearer understanding of the near
term (next 5 years), mid term (5-10
years) and longer term (beyond 10
years) impact of emerging technologies and market trends. This information enabled the board to make a factbased decision on whether to acquire
the target company.
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